List of shortlisted teams for participation in “DST- Rajasthan Asteroid Search Campaign” during 14th April- 12th May, 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Member Names:</th>
<th>Category:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Voyager-4               | i.) Arnav Pareek  
ii.) Nadeem Khan  
iii.) Kartikeya Agrawal  
iv.) Sachin Sharma | Undergraduate |
| 2. Supernova                | i.) Udgam Jadham  
ii.) Shaurya Sain Mathur  
iii.) Nikhil Krishna  
iv.) Richa | 10th -12th Class |
| 3. Star Trek Beyond        | i.) Raman Kumar  
ii.) Sohail Khan  
iii.) Priyanka Digra  
iv.) Sambhav Jain | Undergraduate |
| 4. Poornima Explorers      | i.) Vikram Singh  
ii.) Lavi Vaswani  
iii.) Hemraj Singh  
iv.) Bhavik Jain | Undergraduate |
| 5. School of Aeronautics   | i.) Jayan panchal  
ii.) Vasim Alam | Undergraduate |
| 6. The IIS University      | i.) Shivi Agarwal  
ii.) Rupal Soni  
iii.) Pragya Singh | Undergraduate |
| 7. Kepler Explorers        | i.) Shoryaveer Singh Sidana  
ii.) Sahej deep Singh Alag | 10th -12th Class |
| 8. Stardust                | i.) Drashti Dave  
ii.) Jaya Raisinghani  
iii.) Vrinda Joshi | Undergraduate |
| 9. University Maharani's college, Jaipur | i.) Shivani Yadav  
ii.) Sakshi Gurjar  
iii.) Akshika Jangid | Undergraduate |
| 10. Government PG College, Sirohi | i.) Nikhil Maru  
ii.) Vijay Shankar Rana  
iii.) Ayan Khan | Undergraduate |
| 11. Andromeda               | i.) Manju Sharma  
ii.) Sreeta Roy  
iii.) Pragati Pherwani | Postgraduate |
| 12. DST RASC, Jodhpur      | i.) Bhera ram  
ii.) Dimpy choudhary  
iii.) Hemakshi parmar  
iv.) Vishal vaishnav | Postgraduate |
| 13. IIT Kharagpur           | i.) Abhas Pradhan  
ii.) Mansi Sarawata | Undergraduate |
| 14. Cosmo Club, MIT Pune    | i.) Richal Abhang  
ii.) Ashish Vanjani  
iii.) Ninad Bhagwat  
iv.) Rohan Sanghai | Undergraduate |
| 15. Cotton University, Guwahati, Assam | i.) Chinmoy Kapil  
ii.) Nilotpal Sharma  
iii.) Hrishikesh Goswami  
iv.) Samar Kalita | Undergraduate |